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The comment section on the live broadcast exploded with all sorts of comments.

[Corinne looks like she’s just fooling around. Is she even taking this test seriously?]

[What more can you expect from a problem student like her? A leopard can’t change its spots. We shouldn’t expect her to win

this competition.]

[Yeah. Compared to her, Josephine looks like a straight-A student.]

[Look at how serious and confident Josephine is!]

[I think so, too. I support Josephine. Down with all the evil capitalists!]

[I’m an alumnus of the University of New Capital City, so I can say with certainty Corinne is a true straight-A student!]

[Hey, did Corinne pay you to say that? How much is she paying you?]

[You’ll all see for yourself what I said was true once the test result came out.]

[Yeah, yeah. Whatever. Josephine is a straight-A student too, you know.]

[Go, Corinne! Everyone from the University of New Capital City is rooting for you.]

[Yo, look how united those people from the University of New Capital City are. I wonder if they’re getting any benefits for showing

support to the evil capitalists.]

[We’re showing support for Corinne, not the evil capitalists!]

[Same difference! She wouldn’t have gotten to where she is now if it weren’t for the Holden Group pulling strings to get her into

the University of New Capital City. Showing support for her is as good as showing support for the evil capitalists!]

[I bet they’re kissing *ss right now in the hopes of getting a job offer from Holden Group after they graduate.]

[Huh! And they call themselves students of an elite university. They’re a joke, that’s what they are!]

[Everyone, stop fighting! We’ll know for sure who’s lying after the test result comes out. You can all continue with this war

afterward.]

[He’s right! Go, Josephine! Show the evil capitalist that we regular folks aren’t to be messed with either!]

[Corinne will win for sure!]

[Josephine will win for sure!]

…

Both Corinne and Josephine had no idea of the war going on in the comment section.

Cedric, Beatrice, Greg, and Pamela were watching the live broadcast and waiting for the result at home too.

Lucas, who was off work due to his injury, was watching the live broadcast from his apartment while stroking Ralphy.

Jeremy was not at work, too. He was in his car and watching the live broadcast on the car’s TV with one hand on his cheek.

The minutes ticked by, and both Corinne and Josephine were nearly at the end of the test.

The test paper consisted of three pages. For the sake of convenience, the test was not divided into subjects but of various

subjects cobbled together.

Josephine was the first to finish the test. She got up and handed her test paper to the host.

Immediately afterward, Corinne put down her pen and put up her hand to let the host know she finished her test as well.

The host went to pick up her paper, and he asked the high-school teacher who came up with the test paper to go up the stage so

he could mark both of the papers live.
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